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PROVERBS V AND IX
In its final form, chapter v of Proverbs manifests several points of discontinuity. I hope to elucidate these, then to suggest how they came about and what is the significance of the chapter's eventual arrangement.
Proverbs v begins with a double example of a type of instruction discourse which has  a  distinctive place in  Proverbs  i-ix.    These discourses consist of an opening exhortation to attentiveness, usually backed by subordinate clauses; then a main imperative, in its turn backed by further subordinate clauses which provide reasons for heeding the main command,    i, 8-19 and vii, 24-27 provide straightforward examples of this form.1    It is not woodenly adhered to, however : the direct imperative or jussive may give way to the less direct protasis and apodosis (n, 1-5, 9 2) or purpose clause (vi, 24; vii, 5); the subordinate clauses may be developed (vi, 26-35; vii, 6-23 3); they may be asyndetic, they may include final, consecutive, and/or motive clauses.4
Verses 1-6 and 7-14 of Proverbs v offer further straightforward examples of the form, except for one strange feature. Thus verses 1 and 7 are exhortations to attentiveness, the former adding motivation in the form of final clauses (verse 2). Reasons for heeding the main command are provided by verses 3-6 (extended motive clauses) and
* I am grateful to Professor P.R. Ackroyd for commenting on an earlier draft of this paper. 
1I, 8 and vii, 24 are the opening exhortations, with i, 9 a motive (kȋ) clause backing the exhortation. I, 10-15 and vii, 25 are the main commands, the former amplified by extensive circumstantial clauses (verses 10 a, 11-14) which indicate the situation to which the command applies. i, 16-19 and vii, 26-27 provide the reasons for heeding the commands, in the form of motive clauses. If these two passages now show expansions on what was their original form (e.g. i, 16, widely regarded as an addition), then these do not affect their basic shape. On chapter vii, see n. 30 below.
2 Cf. W. McKANE, Proverbs (OTL, S.C.M. Press, London, 1970), pp. 277-9.
3Again, the function of these sections is clear, even if they are at least in part secondary additions (so R.N.Wiiybray, Wisdom in Proverbs (SBT 45, S.C.M. Press, London 21967), 48-50 ; ‘Some literary problems in Proverbs I-IX, VT, XVI, 1966, pp. 482-6).
4 Cf. Mckane, p. 3 and passim.
 9-14 (extended negative final clauses). The remaining element of the form, as outlined above, is the central one, the main imperative. But in v, 1-14, while the second, resumptive paragraph of instruction has such a main command in verse 8, concerned with the avoidance of the 'other woman',5 the first lacks one. There is thus a hiatus between verses 1-2 and 3-6; the opening exhortation to attentiveness has nothing to lead into, the subordinate clauses have nothing to back up. There is no other example of an instruction paragraph without a main command, at least in indirect form, in Proverbs i-ix—indeed instruction without a command might be reckoned a contradiction in terms! Thus the first point of discontinuity in the chapter consists of this hiatus in the first paragraph.
The third paragraph, which begins at verse 15, differs from its context in content, form, and style. It is concerned with marital faithfulness, a subject which does not appear elsewhere in Proverbs i-ix—indeed it might be regarded as inappropriate to the instruction of young men, which is otherwise the concern of the main discourses in these chapters.6 It is in fact with the Song of Solomon that this section has its parallels.7 Formally, although its nature as command marks it as belonging to the instruction genre in a general sense, rather than to the mešālim, which state truths rather than issue commands,8 nevertheless it lacks the usual features of the instruction discourses in Proverbs i-ix, which have been described above: it has neither exhortation to attentiveness nor subordinate clauses.9 In style, it is distinctive for its imaginative language; this is unusual in the commands in instruction discourses, which are normally concerned above all with clarity, not literary art.10 The section seems in fact to have more in common with the units in vi, 1-19
6	The significance of the zārāh/nokriyyāh is a complex problem which cannot be fully discussed here.    The parallels with non-Israelite instructions suggest that the warnings in origin expressed a straightforward concern about sexual entanglement; but the prominence given to this theme in Proverbs i-ix, which is not paralleled in the non-Israelite works or in Proverbs x-xxxi, implies that it concerns something of unique importance and suggests the association of sexual exclusiveness with religious exclusiveness, a principle under pressure in the post-exilic period.
* Cf. Whybray, Wisdom in Proverbs, p. 48.
7	Cf. H. Ringgren, Sprüche (ATD, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, Göttingen, 21967), p. 29.
8	See McKane, p. 3.
' Unless the rhetorical question in verse 16 is an asyndetic motivation clause, like those in vi, 27-28; but it looks more like an indirect imperative, as LXX seems to take it (cf. C. H. Toy, The Book of Proverbs (ICC, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1899), pp. 113, 118).
10 See McKANE, pp. 317-8.
though the later ones are not Instruction), which also stand out from their context,11 than with the other discourses.12
 Verse 20 marks another new beginning, and cannot be regarded as the continuation of the paragraph begun at verse 15.    In content, it returns to the theme of the other woman: moralistic warning again replaces   winsome   romanticism.13   Formally,   the   vocative   phrase 'my son' indicates a return to hortatory discourse in a new paragraph of command.    While it is true that the phrase is "not... an infallible indication of the beginning of a new 'Discourse'",14 but can be used resumptively, its use is always associated with a command.    Vocative benȋ, bānȋm, and benay in fact occur 18 times in Proverbs i-ix, apart from the verse under discussion.    13 of these are at the beginning of a discourse in the opening exhortation to attentiveness.    The remaining 5 all lead into main imperatives (i, 10, 15; iii 11; vi 1, 3).    The same is true of the 7 occurrences later in Proverbs 1B and of the 3 uses of bar and beri in the vocative in xxxi, 2.    The consistency of this usage makes it difficult to take the rhetorical question in v, 20 as a form of motive clause, a conclusion to the exhortation to marital faithfulness.16    Nor does the nature of the question itself point in this direction: it does not seem to offer a reason for obeying a command, but a command itself in indirect form,17 like other indirect imperatives which appear in Proverbs i-ix.18
Motivation does appear in the final verses of the chapter, 21-23, but in such a way as to leave verse 20 out on a limb. In their approach, these final three couplets resemble the verses which close some other discourses (iii, 32-35; iv, 15-19, and the two couplets added to iv, 27 by LXX) in that they "introduce a Yahwistic note which is absent from the remainder of the chapter".19 It is a characteristic of these paragraphs that they are rather loosely related in
11Cf.  RlNGGREN, pp.   31-32.
 12 R.B.Y. scott, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes (Anchor Bible, Doubleday, New York, 1965),
pp. 55-58.
13 So J.G. Rylaahsdam, Proverbs to Song of Solomon (Layman's Bible Commentary,
S.C.M   Press, London, 1965), pp. 32-33.
  14 McKANE, p. 312.
15	If xxiii, 15 may be regarded as an indirect imperative in protasis-apodosis form, like
II, 1—which is also an exhortation to attentiveness.
16 So McKANE, p. 312.
17	Like verse 16, in fact; cf.  n. 9 above. Whybray (Wisdom in Proverbs, p. 49)
says that the rhetorical question does not appear in the discourses; but the ones that it is
suggested occur in Proverbs i-ix are not without parallel in the Egyptian instructions.
18	Cf. above, p. 112 and n. 2.
19	McKANE, p. 313; cf. B. Gemser, Sprüche Salomos (HAT, J.C.B. Mohr, Tübingen,
21963), p. 37.    The phrase qāhāl we'ēdāh in verse 14 hardly necessarily points to a religious
(let alone a specifically Israelite) assembly (so Whybray, Wisdom in Proverbs, p. 48); cf.
NEB "the public assembly".
 content to the discourses to which they are attached;20 in this case, the discontinuity extends to the grammar, in that they presuppose an antecedent reference to a wicked man—hence the need for the explanatory gloss 'et-hārāšā' in verse 22.
To summarize: within chapter v as it stands five units may be discerned, namely verses 1-6, 7-14, 15-19, 20, and 21-23. The presence of points of discontinuity or tension within the first unit and between the others makes it unlikely that this structure is original, and raises the question why the chapter has this order and how it came about. Three approaches to the problem will be outlined, then an alternative suggestion made.
R. B. Y. Scott21 thinks in terms of accidental dislocation of the chapter, whose correct form he therefore tries to restore. He suggests that a couplet has been lost after verse 222 and also that vi, 22 should follow v, 19 and v, 21-23 follow iv, 27.23 P. W. Skehan24 moves vi, 22 and v, 21-23 similarly; he also reorders the latter part of chapter v as follows: v, 15-16, 18a, 17b, 18b, 19, vi, 22bca, v, 20. Now the resolution of literary problems in a passage in terms of accidental dislocation cannot be ruled out a priori, any more than can the solution of textual problems by theories of accidental corruption. But here little explanation of the dislocation (such as recurrence of similar phrases) is offered, and the solution is not completely satisfying, especially when Skehan in particular is able to point to various indications of purposeful arrangement in this chapter and others. Why does the eventual text have this particular form?
A second approach is suggested by R.N. Whybray.25 He also assumes that a couplet has been lost after verse 2 and further suggests that verse 7 is a gloss.26 His main concern, however, is to discover by literary critical methods and a comparison with Egyptian Instructions what was the original form of the 'Discourse' which is assumed to have been originally much shorter but now appears in an expanded form in Proverbs v. He reckons verses 9-23 "a repository for hete-
20	Cf. McKANE, pp. 309-10.
21	Proverbs, Ecclesiastes (op. cit. in n. 12 above).
22	P. 54; cf. toy, pp. 101-3, 106.
23	Pp. 58 (and cf. NEB) and 52.
21 Proverbs 5: 15-19 and 6: 20-24 in CBQ, VIII, 1946, published in revised form in Studies in Israelite Poetry and Wisdom (CBQ Monograph 1, 1971), pp. 1-8. 
25 Wisdom in Proverbs (op. cit. in n. 3 above).
28 P. 47.
rogeneous sayings”27 of which only verse 21 is original. Thus the Discourse comprises verses 1-2, the lost couplet, verses 3-6, 8, and 21. 
  Three observations may be made about Whybray's treatment of the chapter.
I) As W. McKane notes,28 "in so far as Whybray is guided by foreign models in carrying out this critical surgery, he claims for these a formal precision which they do not possess, for they, too, can be diffuse, and diffuseness in Proverbs 1-9 cannot be taken as a proof of additions to the original text of an Instruction".
II) But even if such a critical approach is appropriate, it may be questioned whether Whybray has correctly located the verses to be excised. If verse 8 alone from the second paragraph (verses 7-14) belongs in the original discourse, this seems to bring the unlikely corollary that the balanced structure of the first two paragraphs (verse 1-6 and 7-14), each comprising exhortation to attentiveness, warning about the strange woman,29 and subordinate clauses, has come about through the elaboration of one original discourse which included elements from what are now two structured and balancing paragraphs.30 On the other hand, the conclusion that verse 21 is part of the original core of the chapter seems difficult since it is both generalizing and Yahwistic. As Whybray himself notes,31 "the discourses... make no reference to Israel or to Yahweh".
  (III) But again, even if Whybray's approach is right, we are left with the questions with which we started, which are indeed not the concern of his work. What, apart from chance or carelessness, might explain the final form of the chapter with the problems of its structure? Why did it develop into this particular eventual form?    
  McKane himself32 suggests a third approach to Proverbs v. He is skeptical about the value of literary critical work on the discourses in general, and in his treatment of chapter v—while noting that
27	P. 48.    Other examinations of the instructions in the light of Egyptian wisdom are
offered by C. kayatz, Studien zu Proverbien 1-9 (WMANT 22, Neukirchener Verlag, Neu-
kirchen, 1966) and B. lang, Die weisheitliche Lehrrede (Stuttgarter Bibelstudien 54, Verlag
Katholische Bibelwerk, Stuttgart, 1972) (not accessible to me).
28	P. 280.
29	Assuming that a command to avoid the other woman either once appeared in the first
paragraph (so whybray, with most commentators), or is there implicitly (so McKANE,
apparently—cf. pp. 311, 314).
30	The same problem is raised by Whybray's similar treatment (pp. 49-50) of chapter
vii with its. balancing structure, for here too there is a double instruction: exhortation to
attentiveness  (verses  1-3),  main  command  (direct  and indirect)   (4-5),   motivation   in the form of a moral tale (6-23); resumptive exhortation (24), main command re-iterated (25),
further motivation (26-27).
31	P. 37. Cf. the remarks on verses 21-23 above, p. 114.
32	Proverbs (op. cit. in n. 2 above).
 "the motivation of vv. 3-6 is a little out of the ordinary in that it introduces a topic which is not specifically mentioned by the preceding imperatives (v. 1), and so furnishes the first indication of what the theme of the chapter is to be" 33—he does not infer that a couplet has been lost after verses 1-2; nor is he troubled by the distinctiveness of verses 15-19. He takes verse 20 as the end of this same paragraph.34 Verses 21-23, however, are re-interpretative expansion.35
It seems to me that McKane is correct in his determination to deal seriously with the text as it stands, but that he tends to understate the points of discontinuity and offers no explanation of them; or perhaps implicitly attributes them to the diffuseness of the oriental mind or to the inevitable haphazardness of the development of tradition. Such explanations, like the hypothesis of accidental dislocation, cannot be ruled out, but these possibilities should not be allowed to distract us from looking for reasons for the arrangement of the text as it is.
In hesitating to consider whether the text has been subject to rearrangement, McKane may be over-reacting against the excesses of the literary critical approach. He will only use this kind of approach when textual criticism offers some support for it. Thus it is the fact that LXX offers a longer text of chapter iv that makes it possible to consider whether the Yahwistic conclusions to certain chapters (including chapter v) are re-interpretative expansions.36 Now, one may grant that, like textual emendation, hypotheses about literary development and rearrangement have a subjective nature and some check on them is required. But to confine such literary and textual work to an area indicated by the presence of versional variants (which in the case of literary criticism, at least, may survive only by chance and only within narrow confines) seems to restrict them to a basis too narrow for their operation. A literary critical approach ought not to be refused the opportunity to seek to offer an explanation of discontinuity such as manifests itself in the present form of Proverbs v.
I suggest that in fact the key to understanding the eventual form of the chapter lies in the threefold occurrence of the verb šāgāh in verses 19-23—that these have been brought together to draw out the lesson of the chapter as a whole: 'be captivated by your wife's
33	P. 311.
34	Pp. 312, 317-20. I have indicated above, p. 114, why I do not think this understanding of verse 20 can be correct.
35	P. 313.
36	Pp. 280, 308-10.
love [verse 19]|, not by another woman [verse 20], or you will be the captive of folly [verse 23]'. The exact meaning of šāgāh is difficult to determine; 'to be intoxicated with'37 or 'to be wrapped up in'38 are possible alternatives to the above translation. It may not even be necessary to translate the word the same way in all three verses.39 But this does not affect the point I am making, that it is the correlation of the three occurrences of the verb which provides the clue to the form of the chapter.
For the three verses have separate origins. The first comes from the paragraph comprising verses 15-19, and we have noted that this is distinctive in content, form, and style in relation to the rest of chapter v and to most of Proverbs i-ix. It may be lifted out of its context and the chapter left in more simple form as a warning about the other woman more like those in other chapters. The third occurrence of šāgāh comes from the closing three verses of Yahwistic re-interpretation which even McKane40 reckons to be of later origin than the body of the chapter.
We are left with the first paragraph, verses 1-6, which we suspect to be incomplete since it lacks a main imperative; the complete paragraph verses 7-14, which balances the preceding one; and the isolated verse 20 which includes the other occurrence of šāgāh. Surely the latter is the 'missing verse' from between verses 2 and 3? We have seen that verse 20 is a command, a polite imperative, and this is what is required at this point; compare the polite imperatives in the form of purpose clauses elsewhere in the warnings about the other woman, ii, 16-17, vi, 24, vii, 5. The content of the command is just what is required here, an exhortation not to become entangled with the woman. The phrase 'my son' is quite in place—it is exactly similar to the resumptive benȋ before the main imperatives in i, 10, 15; iii 11; and vi, 3.41
If these two paragraphs of instruction once consisted of verses 1-2, 20, 3-6, and verses 7-14 then they are structurally very similar to the parallel paragraphs on the other woman, vi, 20-35; vii, 1-23, 24-27.
" Mckane, pp. 319-20.
38	Cf. NEB, apparently following G.R. driver, WO, I, 1947-52, p. 410; so also McKANE,
pp. 313, 319.
39	Cf. RSV and most commentators.    Skehan (pp. 7-8, n. 20) even suggests, following
3 mss, that the first occurrence of šāgāh has been altered from an original śagah.
40	P. 313.
41	There is thus no need to emend it, as Scott (p. 55) does.
 Though diverse in length,42 all these paragraphs comprise exhortation to attentiveness, direct and/or indirect main commands, and subordinate clauses.43 It will have been to this form of chapter v that what are now verses 21-23 were added as a Yahwistic conclusion; when they are seen in this connection the ambiguity in the verses which necessitated the explanatory gloss 'et-hārāšā‘ in verse 22 is resolved—the verses refer to a wicked man such as the one who has been hypothetically described in verses 9-14. Of course, now that the closing verses are separated from their original context, as they are in the final form of the text, the gloss is needed and should not be deleted.41
The insertion of verses 15-19, and the removal of verse 20 to its new position, perhaps took place together at the hand of someone who noted the occurrence of šāgāh twice in the chapter and again in a complementary way in his paragraph on marital unfaithfulness; if the latter were already combined with the units of vi, 1-19 then this might also explain the inclusion here of vi, 1-19.45
The hypothesis that Proverbs v has undergone a threefold development such as has been described here accounts for the points of discontinuity present in its form without suggesting that we should reorder it, for the final form of the chapter is the result not of chance or incompetence but of a desire to focus the chapter's unity in the repeated occurrence of its key verb.

* * *
The final chapter of Proverbs i-ix comprises three 6-couplet paragraphs,46 of which the first and third balance each other, portraying
42 Whybray's approach regularizes their length. On chapter vii see n. 30 above. In the case of vi, 20-35, it is difficult to see why particular verses are regarded as original and others secondary (pp. 48-9); alternatives could be suggested which look quite as valid—• thus if any verse is the core of the motivation here it is surely the first, verse 26, a pithy ki clause.
43	The first passage on the other woman, n, 16-19, lacks an opening exhortation.Why-
bray suggests that originally chapterii consisted only of verses 1, 9, and 16-19—which
would make it conform to the usual pattern (Wisdom in Proverbs, pp. 40-41; Some literary
problems..., 486-92).    But chapter ii as a whole is more homogeneous without verses 16-19, and in particular flows more easily from verse 15 to verses 20-22 (where the content and expressions used are similar), and this suggests that rather verses 16-19 are an insertion into the chapter. This may be the reason why they were not given (or lost?) an opening exhortation. On chapter ii see further N. G. Habel, The Symbolism of Wisdom in Proverbs 1-9, in Interpretation 26: 2 (1972), pp. 146-8.
44	As it is by BH3, followed by ringgren, p. 28.
45	Cf. scott, pp. 55-58.    The similarity between v, 15-19 and vi, 1-19 has been noted
above, p. 113-4.
48 So most commentators, though NEB regards the strophes as verses 1-6, 7-9, 10-18.
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as they do the invitations of Wisdom and of Folly47 to their respective banquets. There is thus a certain neatness about the chapter's structure; and yet the middle paragraph which separates the other two balancing units is more heterogeneous in form and content, and it is regarded as problematic how it came to intrude into the otherwise balanced closing chapter of Proverbs i-ix.48
I wish to make two main points about the chapter; these suggest that the balance between the first and third paragraphs is not the key to the chapter's significance, and they tend to take away some of the apparent impropriety of the intervening verses. The first is that the balanced arrangement is in all probability redactional; the second is that the apparently 'intervening' verses could have become part of the chapter through just as purposeful a process as the first and third paragraphs, and have at least in part a better claim than the third to being original here.
The attractiveness of the balance of verses 1-6 and 13-18 perhaps leads commentators to assume that it is original, whereas it is at least as likely that balance of structure is a mark of later stages in a text's development. Thus one of the few places elsewhere in Proverbs i-ix where such a neat chapter structure appears is the 11.11.11 form of LXX at viii  1-31. In that chapter the first suggestion of a paragraph break is after verses 1-11,49 which comprise 11 couplets in both MT and LXX (though many manuscripts of the latter add a doublet line to verse 10). At the end of verses 12-21, generally recognized as a major division in the chapter, LXX adds a couplet which forms a bridge to the next paragraph; this makes its total number of verses 11 against MT's 10. Many manuscripts of LXX add another line at the end of verse 12, but this seems to be only a dittograph of verse 11a. Verse 13, however, appears as a triplet in both MT and LXX;   in content, its first line "to fear Yahweh is to hate evil" stands out from the context and, as an example of Yahwistic re-interpretation, may be regarded as belonging to a relatively late stage in the material's development,50 but there are no textual grounds for questioning it.
  47 Like the 'issāh zārāh, the 'ešet kesȋlût is a somewhat enigmatic figure; it is not quite clear whether she is "a foolish woman" (RSV) or "Folly" (personified) (cf. NEB and most commentators). But it is clear enough that a figure corresponding to one in verses 1-6 (either to Wisdom or to her representatives) is meant.
48 R. N. Whybray in The Book of Proverbs (Cambridge Bible Commentary, Cambridge University Press, London and New York, 1972), pp. 54-55, expresses this approach clearly; cf. B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos (HAT, J. C. B. Mohr, Tübingen, 21963), p. 51.
49 So JB, W. McKANE, Proverbs (OTL, SCM. Press, London, 1970), R. B. Y. Scott, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes (Anchor Bible, Doubleday, New York, 1965), in loc.
50 Cf. McKANE, pp. 348-9. BH3 describes it as a gloss on verse 13bc, Gemser (p. 44) omits it.
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This means l.liat not even LXX of verses 12-21 comprises 11 straight-I'urward couplets, and the structure of the chapter cannot be said to |m> based on 22-line units;51 nevertheless verses 12-21 in LXX are I I versos if not 11 couplets. Verses 23-31, on the other hand, comprising only 10 verses, include two (verses 29-30) which have three linns, and LXX may well (and if so, rightly, I think52) understand I heso as three couplets rather than two triplets. Thus the 22 lines of I he paragraph may again be regarded as 11 units. (LXXB omits verso 29 ab, but this may be only a scribal slip 53).
11. would be nice to find the 11 form recurring in the final paragraph of I ho chapter, verses 32-3G,54 which do in fact comprise 11 lines in MT. But LXXB omits verse 33 (and transposes 32b to follow 34a), whilo LXXA3 retain verse 33 but include versions of 32b in both positions. There is considerable variety of opinion among commentators as to what really belongs in this paragraph, and the variation in LXX, along with the unevenness in MT itself, suggest that the matter remained fluid 5S. Certainly neither of the main LXX tradi-limis comprises 11 lines, however, and to claim that the 11 structure appears throughout the chapter by appealing to MT here but to I iXX in verses 12-21 may be to try to have one's cake and eat it.
Nevertheless the above examination indicates that at least the LXX form of vm, 1-31 has a neat 11.11.11 structure, which is thus shown to be a late feature of the text. We may thus follow McKane's strict canon that the question of the originality or otherwise of the oxtant text may only be raised where there are textual reasons for doing so; 58 the LXX evidence for chapter viii shows neatness of structure there to be a redactional feature. One is not surprised
" So scott, 71: "The first and third strophes contain twenty-two lines, as does the second in LXX; the peroration has eleven lines. The author is using twenty-two (the number of loiters in the Hebrew alphabet) as a structural form." Scott brackets verse 13a and describes it as a marginal note (pp. 6V, 72). In contrast, P.W. skehan (The Seven Columns of Wisdom's House in Proverbs 1-9, in CBQ, IX, 1947, published in revised form in Studies in Jsraelite Poetry and Wisdom (CBQ Monograph 1, 1971), 14) finds a five-verse stanza structure in this chapter. He has to regard verse 11 as well as verse 13a as a gloss, but at least only appeals to MT otherwise.
" So also RSV, Gemser (p. 46).    But NEB omits verse 29b (cf. BIP}.
M So C.H. toy, The Book of Proverbs (ICC, T. and T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1899), p. 182.
64 As Scott does (see n. 51 above).
" But perhaps verses 32-34 MT should be understood as three couplets, 32a-b, 33-34a, 3ib-c—verse 33 may heve been expanded from a more conventional three-beat line (cf. hkehan, Wisdom's House, in CBQ, XXIX, 1967, published in revised form in op. cit. in n. 51 above, p. 34, n. 13, also toy, p. 179). The first two couplets then have an a-b, a'-b' smiiicnco, whose unusualness (though cf. Ps. xxxin 10-11, for instance) may have led to llio attempts to smooth MT, both ancient (LXXB) and modern (e.g. BHS; gemser, p. 46; whybray, Some literary problems in Proverbs I-IX, VT, XVI, 1966, pp. 492-6).
" Cf. McKANE, 280, 308-10.
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then to find that the other chapter which has a similar neat form is chapter n, which is recognized to be a developed form of the instruction discourse 57. In MT the chapter has 22 verses, all couplets, which manifest a 4.4.3.4.4.3 structure.58 One may grant that this surface arrangement is not the key to understanding the chapter's thrust, since it does not correspond to its formal and grammatical structure59 nor was it part of the chapter's original form.60 The validity of this point may be acknowledged without concluding that the eventual verse arrangement is accidental; it seems more likely that the final form of the chapter in MT has been intentionally given a balanced arrangement.
The structure disappears in LXX of chapter n, hovewer. Although the additions made to verses 2, 3, 19, and 21 by various manuscripts seem to be only further examples of the inclusion of translation variants, LXX's extra line which leads into verse 17, introduced in connection with the translators' re-interpretation of the passage,61 is more important. By linking verse 16 with the previous verses and thus changing the paragraphing, this re-interpretation dissolves the 4.4.3 structure. LXX also seems to associate verse 12 with verse 11—so that one cannot even say that the chapter manifests an 11.11 structure in LXX.
Clearly achieving a balanced paragraph structure is not a paramount interest of LXX any more than of MT;62 nevertheless it is a feature of the developed form of MT in chapter n of LXX in chapter vin. This suggest that in the case of chapter ix there is no presumption that the balanced structure is other than a late feature of the chapter, which should thus not be taken as the key to its total interpretation; nor can it be assumed that verses 13-18 have an original connection with verses 1-6. Scott63 in fact notes that the personification of Folly in the final paragraph does not appear in the earlier discourses,
5! Gf. from their different viewpoints both whybray, Wisdom in Proverbs (SET 45, S.G.M. Press. London, H967), pp. 40-41; McKANE, pp. 278-81; N.G. habel, The Symbolism of Wisdom in Proverbs 1-9, Interpretation 26: 2 (1972), pp. 146-8.
68	Cf. H. ringgren, Sprilche (ATD, Vandenhoeok & Ruprecht, Gottingen, S1967), pp. 17-
19; gemser, pp. 24-25; scott, pp. 42-43; skehan, art. cit. in n. 51 above.
69	Cf. McKANE, pp. 277-9; habel, loc. oil.
60 Cf. whybray's discussion in "Some literary problems...", pp. 486-92 (summarized in Wisdom in Proverbs, pp. 40-41); though Babel's suggestion (loc. cit) that verses 16-19 are part of the Yahwistic re-interpretation of the chapter seems to me more likely than Whybray's view that they comprise the heart of the chapter's original form.
" Cf. toy, pp. 46, 50-51.
" LXX also loses the 6.6.6.   structure of chapter ix through its various additions. «3 P. 70.
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whose language however is hero utilized, and he suggests that it may be a later supplement to Proverbs i-ix.
In fact the verse in chapter ix with the closest links to the first paragraph is verse 11, whose syntax ("for by me64...") suggests that it is the continuation of Wisdom's words (verses 5-6), and whose content links it with the invitation issued there.65 It is a typical motive clause backing up the imperatives of verses 5-6—and indeed we may regard the invitation as incomplete without such a clause indicating why it should be accepted;66 certainly the final paragraph offers an equivalent motivation for avoiding Folly (verse 18). The implication of these links is that verse 11 belongs with verses 1-6 as the core of the chapter, to which each of the various other verses and sections must be related.
Thus verse 10 has a looser connection with the context, offering "a clear statement of the redefinition of wisdom in terms of Yahwistic piety"67 and no doubt intended to balance i, 7 near the end of Proverbs i-ix. As an insertion at this particular point, it follows not unnaturally upon ix, 6: the offer of bȋnāh is repeated, verse 10 making it clear however that the offer is conditional upon taking true religion seriously. Verse 12 is another motive-type clause, in conditional form, driving further home the moral of verses 1-6, 10-11. Scott68 thinks that at one stage the chapter consisted of verses 1-6, 10-12, which would indeed have made a good ending to Proverbs i-ix.
The further expansions in both MT and LXX seem to be related to verse 12, taking up the warning of the second line. The verb lȋṣ used there has as its root meaning 'to talk freely, to be garrulous, to talk hig'69; in the context, verse 12b issues a warning to the man who is so busy declaring his opinions that he does not respond to Wisdom's invitation.70 Warnings about the danger of much speaking are fami-
64 M. dahood (Psalms II, Anchor Bible, Doubleday, New York, 1968, p. 87) parses the suffix of bȋ as third person singular, but until more certain criteria for identifying Ugariticisms are arrived at it seems best to see what can be done using conventional grammar. GEMSER (p. 48) arrives at the same translation by emendation, but again it seems better to try to explicate the text as it stands.
65 Cf. Skehan, loc. cit. in n. 55 above. Thus McKANE (p. 365) comments on verse 11 along with verses 1-6, though treating the rest of verses 7-12 elsewhere and not trying to relate them to the preceding paragraph. Ringgren (p. 43) takes the verses as an indication that the whole "insertion", verses 7-12, is thought of as a continuation of Wisdom's speech in verses 4-6.
66 So Scott, pp. 75-76.
67 McKANE, p. 368.
68 P. 76.
69 Cf. H. N. Richardson, Some notes on ṣadé yod lamed and its Derivatives, in VT, V, 1955, pp. 163-79.
70 Cf. NEB "haughty".
liar from Egyptian wisdom literature,71 and Ptah-hotep connects this with
teachability:
"The beginning of the expression of good speech... Let not thy heart be puffed up because of thy knowledge; be not confident because thou art a wise man. Take counsel with the ignorant as well as the wise..."72. 
  The additions to MT (verses 7-9 and 13-18) and to LXX (seven further lines appended to verse 12)73 all take up the idea of lāṣȏn.74 Verses 7-9 comprise a little collection of three proverbs which contrast from the teacher's viewpoint the attitude to learning of a wise/ righteous man and a wicked man/lēṣ,75 who is not only unreceptive but positively hostile in the face of any suggestion that there might be gaps in his knowledge or mistakes in his thinking. If you suggest that he doesn't know what he is talking about, he turns the accusation back on you (verse 7).76   An attractive, if not fanciful, suggestion to explain the verses' inclusion at this particular point (rather than in closer association with verse 12, like the other additions, as one might expect if they take up this verse's language), is that they were inserted as an antidote to the optimism of verses 1-6 by someone who has become disillusioned with teaching through his experience of the hostility which his efforts meet.77
The additions to LXX after verse 12 apparently take lāṣȏn to suggest lying, for it is this vice whose dangers they warn against78 - though welaṣtā is translated rather generally “but if you go out as an evil person.” On the other hand, it was the more essential nature of lāṣȏn suggested by 'talking big, talking smooth' which seems to have led to the particular way that Folly's representative is described in the expansion which goes back to MT: she shows off, pushes herself, goes in for the hard sell (verses 13-17).    The characterization is in fact parallel to that of the prostitute in vii, 10-21, who is also homiyyāh and who beguiles the young man with her words; but it is also antithetical to that of the first paragraph, echoing (though giving its own barb to) the words used earlier (verse 16, cf. verse 4).79
To summarize: the invitation of Wisdom in verses 1-6, 11 is the
  71 Cf. whybray, Wisdom in Proverbs, pp. 59-60. 3   
   72 From ANET2, p. 412.
   73 LXX adds 7 or 8 more general lines after verse 18.
   74 The noun actually occurs in i, 22 (NEB "insolence").
   75 NEB "insolent man".
   76 Cf. richardson, p. 173.
     77 So gemser, p. 51, though with reference to verses 7-12 as a hole.  
   78 Cf. richardson, pp. 164-5.
79 Cf. gemser, p. 48; ringgren, p. 43. Thus it seems unlikely that verse 4 has been read back into the first paragraph from the third (so BH3), and more plausible that it is a deliberate parallel in the third to the first.
 
 original heart of Proverbs ix. Verse 10 qualifies verse 6, introducing Yahwistic re-interpretation near the close of chapters i-ix. Verse 12 adds a warning about lāṣȏn, the vice antithetical to wisdom, which verses 7-9, 12a-c LXX, and 13-18 take up in different ways. Thus the final structure of the chapter is not the sole key to understanding its thrust; it is only the icing on the cake, whose several layers have to be distinguished and seen in relation to one another if it is to be properly appreciated. The meaning of the different parts of the chapter will only be fully seen if we read it both in its present form and in the light of its development, which together tell us how these parts relate to one another.


